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ABSTRACT

Applications

of nonlinear, time variant, and variable parameters represent a big
challenge in a conventional control systems, the control strategy of the fuzzy systems may be
represents a simple, a robust and an intelligent solution for such applications.
This paper presents a design of fuzzy control system that consists of three sub controllers;
a fuzzy temperature controller (FC_T), a fuzzy humidity controller (FC_H) and a ventilation
control system; to control the complicate environment of the greenhouse (GH) using a proposed
multi-choice control system approach. However, to reduce the cost of the crop production in the
GH, the first choice is using the ventilation system to control the temperature and humidity of the
GH environment according to the external climate if it is possible, if it is not possible then the
second choice uses the FC_T to actuate the cooling-heating system to control the temperature
and FC_H to actuate the humidifier-dehumidifier to control the humidity of the GH environment.
The resultant is a robust, multi choice and multi-mode capability system. The designed system
reflects the fuzzy system capability to deal with complicated environments and its flexibility to
use the same design in controlling different applications.
Key words: fuzzy controller, multi-choice, ventilation.
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الخالصت
ااات الساااْطمة, زاااا ححااادُ كبْااام ببلنسااابت الاااَ ا,خغْااامة ماااك الٌقاااج ح,خغْااامة المتطْااات ًال,الخطبْقااابث اث البااابتامخماث ال
ااات رباام ااابعبث اةح اااب السااالعْت, ااب ّعاااٌه اكزااام حعقْاادا رناااد اساااخ دامو للسااْطمة رلاااَ اة,الخقلْدّااتا اه ىاااتا الخحااادُ تب
اااب حعاااٌه ولاااٌ بساااْطت مخْنااات ً كْااات,ااات المااابببْت تب, اً المسااالعْتا ماااا جيااات اتااامٍ ةااابه ساااخماحْ ْت الساااْطمة ةاااِ اة
زا ىته الخطبْقبثا,ل
ْم ااابب ساااْطمة مااابببِ ّخعاااٌه ماااا رااامد مساااْطماث مساااْطم مااابببِ واااماتُ مساااْطم,ةاااِ ىاااتا البحاااذ ساااْخم ح ااا
عقااادة للبْاااج الججااابجِ ببساااخ داب ااابب ساااْطمة,مااابببِ للمةٌبااات ً ااابب ساااْطمة رلاااَ الخيٌّااات للساااْطمة رلاااَ البْئااات ال
زاااا,حب اااْا ةاااِ البْاااٌث الججبجْااات ةااابه اً اتخْااابت ّخ,مقخااامت مخعااادد اةتخْااابتاثا رلاااَ اّااات واااب لخقلْاااا كلاااات ا خااابس ال
ناااب ال ااابتجِ ا ا كااابه,ااابد رلاااَ ال,ةاااِ اساااخ داب ااابب الخيٌّااات للساااْطمة رلاااَ واااماتة ًتةٌبااات البْاااج الججااابجِ ببةرخ
الخبمّاااد-ساااْطم المااابببِ الحاااماتُ لخشاااغْا ااابب الخدةئااات,ا ال,عاااا ةااابه اةتخْااابت الزاااب ِ ّساااخع,عااااا ًا ا لااام ّعاااا م,م
الخ اْف للسْطمة رلَ المةٌبتا-سْطم المبببِ للمةٌبت لخشغْا بب الخمةْب,للسْطمة رلَ دتجت الحماتة ًال
ِااابة ةاااِ الساااْطمةا اه ىاااتا الن ااابب ةااا, اه النخْ ااات الخاااِ حااام الح اااٌ رلْياااب ىاااِ ااابب مخاااْا مخعااادد اةتخْااابتاث ًاة
ْم لعااادة,عقااادة ًممً خاااو ةاااِ اساااخ داب ااااي الخ ااا,و ّععاااي قببلْااات الن ااابب المااابببِ ةاااِ الخعبماااا ماااك البْئااابث ال,ْ,ح ااا
حطبْقبثا
 مسْطم مبببِ مخعدد اةتخْبتاث الخيٌّتا:الكلواث الرئيسيت
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional control design methods are based on some knowledge, or model, of the dynamic
system to be controlled. Most of real life dynamic systems are nonlinear, high complex and too
difficult to derive an accurate mathematical model which is crucial for optimal and successful
implementation of the control algorithm, Sabri, et al., 2012.
A new paradigm for nonlinear systems is the fuzzy control approach. It provides a formal
methodology for simulating and implementing a human’s heuristic knowledge about how to
control a system. Fuzzy control approach is unique in its ability to utilize both qualitative and
quantitative information. Qualitative information is gathered from the expert operator strategy
and from the common knowledge. It has many benefits over traditional controllers in robustness,
cost and flexibility, Sabri, et al., 2012.
On the other hand, GH environment is one of the nonlinear complicated systems. Its
technology depends on providing favorable environment condition to the plants, Sabri, et al.,
2012.
Different applications have been implemented using the fuzzy logic controller (FC): Chao, et
al., 2000. A fuzzy logic controller was designed for staged heating and ventilating systems. The
controller was implemented in two environments, the greenhouse, and the broiler house. The
input variable is represented by six linguistic terms. The output variable represents the heating
and cooling stages and it is represented by six linguistic terms, two terms for heating, three terms
for cooling, and one term for no change state. The defuzzification method is integer center of
gravity (ICOG), where the value of center of gravity is rounded to the nearest integer, to get
proper stage value. Isizoh, et al., 2012. A fuzzy logic based-microcontroller was designed to
control the temperature of an environment by regulating a heater and the speed of a fan. The
microcontroller receives the environment temperature from a sensor through analogue to digital
converter (ADC), makes the fuzzy control actions, sends control signals to the fan and heater
using an output interface device, and displays the controller result temperature using a display
unit. It was a combination of software and hardware. Saudagar, et al., 2012, a fuzzy PID
temperature controller for GH was designed by using Atmel's 89C52 microcontroller and
actuating a cooling-heating system. The inputs to the fuzzy controller are the error which is
fuzzified to nine triangular membership functions and change in error which is fuzzified to three
triangular membership functions. The output is fuzzified to six triangular membership functions.
The input to the PID controller is the error signal added with the output of the fuzzy controller,
Hasim, and Aras, 2012,a room temperature controller was designed using Matlab fuzzy logic
toolbox. It was used to control two room parameters, the temperature and the humidity. The
input signals are setting value of temperature and temperature difference (have five membership
functions), the measured humidity (three membership functions), feeling mode and mode
selection. The output signals are the compressor speed (six membership functions), fan speed
(five membership functions) and operation mode (humidifier or air conditioner), Shome, and
Ashok, 2012. Two fuzzy controllers was designed to control the steam temperature and water
level in an electric boiler. The input to the fuzzy temperature controller is fuzzified to six parts,
while the fuzzy water level controller is fuzzified to four parts. The outputs of the two controllers
are fuzzified to three parts. The system with the temperature monitoring was implemented by
using a microcontroller programmed with the fuzzy knowledge base rules, Das, et al., 2013. A
hardware room temperature and humidity controller was designed using fuzzy logic. The
controller is a combination of two fuzzy controllers: The first one is the temperature controller to
control the speed of a heat-fan and cool-fan, taking the room temperature and its difference with
a user set temperature as input variables; and the other is the humidity controller to control the
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humidifier and exhaust-fan speed, taking the room temperature and humidity as input variables.
The temperature controller input variables each of seven linguistic terms. The defuzzification
method is center of average, Bai, 2013. An adaptive incremental fuzzy PI controller (AIFPI) was
presented for a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system. A fuzzy controller was
used to adapt the gains of a PI controller to overcome different disturbances. It consists of two
parts, each one contains a fuzzy and PI controller, the first part is used to control the temperature,
and the second part is used to control the humidity. The fuzzy controller receives and delivers
two inputs and outputs linguistic variables respectively, each of seven linguistic terms, to
determine the change in the PI input gains. The change of calculated PI input gains is added to
the previous values to overcome the disturbance effects.
However, most of the systems use the ventilation as a single choice cooling-only control
system where the outer climate permits for such applications for most of the seasons. Other
applications using a cooling-heating systems without ventilation to control temperature. In Iraq
climate, ventilation control systems cannot be applicable only for a few months, also; it may be
useful at the night but it is not at the daytime. Therefore, the multi choice control strategy may
give a more flexibility with the applications that is designed to operate for all seasons, using the
low coast ventilation system if it is possible, otherwise use the other systems which are more
expensive without performing any changes in the GH design structure.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Three systems will be used to control the temperature and humidity of the GH. They operate
in a proposed approach that will be called a multi-choice control system approach. These
systems are: cooling-heating system which is controlled by fuzzy temperature controller,
humidifier-dehumidifier which is controlled by fuzzy humidity controller and ventilation system
which is controlled by fuzzy ventilation system.
However, three modes of operation are suggested to determine the decision making criteria in
the ventilation system and organize the cooperation of the ventilation with the other two systems
to provide a desired GH climate.
3. GH MODEL AND PARAMETERS
The GH model for the temperature and humidity are derived in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), Nachidi, et
al., 2006. with the internal and external GH environment parameters have been given in Table 1,
Nachidi, et al., 2006. Some parameters were given in Rodríguez, et al., 2010 and, Nachidi, et
al., 2008.
(
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4. DESIGN OF FUZZY TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
4.1. Signals Definition and Parameters Assignment
1. Select the internal GH temperature Ta(k), reference temperature Tr(k).
2. The minimum and maximum reference temperature values are Tmin = 0 and Tmax =
100. However, although GH temperature do not reach 100 ◦C but the system will be
examined for a higher ranges.
3. The normalized error signal is
( )

( )

( )

(3)
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therefor e(k) ∈ (-1,1).
4. The normalized change in error signal is
( )
5.
6.
7.
8.

( )

(

)

(4)

Where ∆e(k) ∈ (-1,1).
The signals e(k) and ∆e(k) are the inputs of the fuzzy controller.
Select the controller output signal U(k) ∈ (-1,1).
The temperature actuator is represented by three states: off (O), Heating (H), and
Cooling (C).
Select the inputs and output gains ge, gde and gu respectively. Fig. 1 shows the
Simulink implementation of the closed loop fuzzy temperature controller.

The normalization of input and output signals of the fuzzy controller gives the ability to
set and modify the desired operating temperature range with more flexibility and less effort,
this will generalize the controller application. For example, the change of the operating range
of the controller from (0, 100) to (-13, 87) can be implemented by setting Tmin = -13 and Tmax
= 87 without modifying the membership functions parameters.
4.1 Input Linguistic Variables
Both e(k) and ∆e(k) input linguistic variables are fuzzified into seven linguistic terms,
triangular membership functions as follows
1. Zero (x; -1/3, 0, 1/3):

(

(

)
(

2. Positive Small (x; 0, 1/3, 2/3):

(
(

3. Positive Medium (x; 1/3, 2/3, 1):
(

4. Positive Big (x; 2/3 ,1, 1):

)
)

(

(

)

5. Negative Small (x; -2/3, -1/3, 0):

(

(

6. Negative Med (x; -1, -2/3, -1/3):

(

(

(

7. Negative Big (x; -1, -1, -2/3):

)
)

)

)

)

)
–

(

)

)

)

)

where x represents e(k) or ∆e(k). Fig. 2 shows the membership functions for both input
signals.
It must be mentioned that PB and NB are open right and open left membership functions.
4.2 Output Linguistic Variable
The output linguistic variable U(k) is fuzzified into three linguistic terms triangular
membership function
1. OFF (U; -0.5, 0, 0.5):

(

(
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3. Cooling (U; -1, -0.5, 0):

(

(
(

(

)
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)
)

)

Fig. 3 shows the triangle membership functions for the output signal U(k).
For simplicity, the signals e(k), ∆e(k), U(k), … will be used as e, ∆e, U, … respectively if
there is not necessity to use the time sequence (k). Also, for simplicity the unit (◦C) will not
be mentioned with temperature values.
4.3 Rule Base
The total number of rules (R) equals the number of linguistic terms of first input
linguistic variable times the number of linguistic terms of second input linguistic variable
(R=7*7=49). Table 2 shows the rule base of the fuzzy temperature controller, where the
general form of the ith rule base is
If e is Mei AND ∆e is M∆ei THEN U is oi
where Mei is membership function of the ith rule in e domain, M∆ei is membership function
of the ith rule in ∆e domain and oi is membership function of the ith rule in U domain.
4.4 Fuzzification
The min operator will be used to implement the AND operation in the premise part.
The result of this operation represents the rule certainty. Therefor for the ith rule
Rule certainty = min (μij(e), μik(∆e))
Where j and k ∈ (1, 2, …, 7) are the membership functions identifier for e and ∆e
respectively and μ(.) is the membership functions gradient identified by j or k.
4.5 Defuzzification
The center of gravity (COG) method is used, experimentally it gives more stable
response, less oscillation and better performance with wired system. The discrete equation
of the COG defuzzification is, Passino, and Yurkovich, 1998.
∑

(5)

∑

Where bi and ai are the output membership functions center and area respectively of the ith
rule in U domain. The Min operator will be used to implement the AND operation in the
premise part, so depending on the defuzzification definition of the Min operator, the output
membership function area is a trapezoid area calculated in Eq.(6), Passino, and Yurkovich,
1998.

(

)

(6)
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Where w is the base which is the same for each input membership function, then each rule
certainty h is used to compute the area using the same equation. The difference of area
calculation in each rule will be in the value of h.
5. CLOSED LOOP FUZZY TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
Fig. 1 shows the closed loop fuzzy temperature controller with ge =1, gde =1 and gu =
1000000, Fig. 4 shows the response for different Tr values.
6. DESIGN OF FUZZY HUMIDITY CONTROLLER
The same temperature controller properties will be used in constructing a fuzzy humidity
controllers. With ge =1, gde =1 and gu = 1000; Fig. 5 shows the system response for different Hr
values.
7. DESIGN OF FUZZY VENTILATION CONTROL SYSTEM
The designed fuzzy temperature controller uses a cooling-heating system to track the desired
temperature independent of the outer environment temperature. Also, the designed humidity
controller uses the humidifier-dehumidifier system to track the desired humidity independent of
the outer environment humidity.
On the other hand, the ventilation controller uses the outer environment temperature and
humidity to change the internal environment of the greenhouse, but with conditions. The use of
ventilation system is proper to reduce the cost of using the cooling-heating system or the
humidifier-dehumidifier system.
It is necessary to mention that the ventilation system affects the temperature and humidity at
the same time, it tries to make the internal temperature and humidity to converge to the external
values. So, the ventilation may be appropriate for the temperature but not for the humidity or
vice versa. According to this idea three modes of ventilation operation are suggested.
The ventilation system represents a cheap and a first choice of the fuzzy control system.
The other two systems represent an expensive and a second choice. They will be actuated for
the following cases:1. If it is not possible to reach the desired level by the ventilation system.
2. When the ventilation system was actuated but it cannot perform more modifications to
reach the desired level.
3. After actuating the ventilation system, to handle the steady state level. However after the
temperature or humidity reaches by ventilation to some percent of the desired value such
as 1% or 2% and to avoid out of the desired value changes; the heating-cooling or
humidifier-dehumidifier system will be actuated.
Design of ventilation control system is implemented in two stages:
1. Construct of ventilation enable algorithm.
2. Design of fuzzy ventilation rate controller.
7.1 Operation Modes
The ventilation system affects both parameters the temperature and the humidity at the
same time. This will affect the control action of these two parameters to set them to the
desired values at the same time. However, an operation mode is proposed to handle this case.
Three mode of operations are proposed as shown in Fig. 6.
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1. Mode 0: disable the ventilation system, so only the heating-cooling and humidifierdehumidifier systems will be actuated in a single-choice approach.
2. Mode 1: ventilation to change internal temperature to the desired value with negligible
effect on the humidity. This mode is used when there is not critical effect of
ventilation on the humidity.
3. Mode 2: ventilation to change internal humidity to the desired value with negligible
effect on the temperature. This mode is used when there is not critical effect of
ventilation on the temperature.
7.2 Ventilation Enable Algorithm
Using mode 1, there are two cases that determine the use of ventilation (ON or OFF).
Fig.7.a shows the first case when the outer temperature To is greater than internal
greenhouse temperature Ta. In this case the reference temperature may be within one of three
levels Tr1, Tr2 and Tr3. The following steps represent the algorithm of operating the
ventilation:
1. If Tr within Tr1 level then
a- Set ventilation V to ON.
b- Set heating-cooling system energy E to OFF.
c- When Ta = To set V to OFF and E to ON.
2. If Tr within Tr2 level then
a- Set ventilation V to ON.
b- Set heating-cooling system energy E to OFF.
c- When Ta = Tr set V to OFF and E to ON.
3. If Tr within Tr3 level then
a- Set ventilation V to OFF.
b- Set heating-cooling system energy E to ON.
Fig. 7.b shows the second case when the outer temperature To is less than internal
greenhouse temperature Ta. In this case the reference temperature may be within one of three
levels Tr1, Tr2 and Tr3. The following steps represent the algorithm of operating the
ventilation:
1. If Tr within Tr3 level then
a- Set ventilation V to ON.
b- Set heating-cooling system energy E to OFF.
c- When Ta = To set V to OFF and E to ON.
2. If Tr within Tr2 level then
a- Set ventilation V to ON.
b- Set heating-cooling system energy E to OFF.
c- When Ta = Tr set V to OFF and E to ON.
3. If Tr within Tr1 level then
a- Set ventilation V to OFF.
b- Set heating-cooling system energy E to ON.
The same algorithms are used in mode 2 (ventilation to change internal humidity).
7.3 Design of Fuzzy Ventilation-Rate Controller
Starting with mode 1, ventilation may produce large overshot if it is of high rate, or it
could not make the internal greenhouse value to converge to the outer value of the
temperature if the ventilation rate is below some level. The difference between the outer and
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the reference (or setting) temperature (OS) will be used as a criteria to determine the proper
rate, and it represents the input signal to the single input fuzzy controller as follow
1. The controller input variable OS=| To – Ts |. The absolute value of OS is used to include
both cases in figures 7.a and 7.b.
2. OS is normalized, so its range between (0, 1).
3. The controller output variable V-rate.
4. V-rate range is between (1, 10).
5. The input variable is fuzzified into four linguistic terms triangular and trapezoidal
membership functions
a- Small(OS; -0.01, 0, 0.05, 0.1):
(
(
) )
b- Mid(OS; 0.05, 0.1, 0.2):

(

(

)

(

c- Big(OS; 0.1, 0.2, 0.45, 0.5):

(
(

d- Very Big(OS; 0.45, 0.5, 1, 1.01):

)
)

(

)
)

)

Fig. 8 shows the input membership functions of the fuzzy ventilation rate controller.
6. The output linguistic variable V-rate is fuzzified into four linguistic terms single tone
membership functions V1, V2, V3 and V10 which are at the values 1, 2, 3, and 10,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 9.
7. The rule base contains the following four rules
R1: IF OS is VB THEN V-rate is is V1.
R2: IF OS is BG THEN V-rate is is V2.
R3: IF OS is MD THEN V-rate is is V3.
R4: IF OS is SM THEN V-rate is is V10.
8. The defuzzification method that will be used is the center of average
Sum=VB+BG+MD+SM
VR1= V1*VB/Sum
VR2= V2*BG/Sum
VR3= V3*MD/Sum
VR4= V10*SM/Sum
V-rate = VR1+VR2+VR3+VR4
It is necessary to mention that the fuzzy V-rate controller is used when Tr within Tr2 range in
Figs. 7.a and 7.b, otherwise V-rate will take its maximum value which is 10.
The same result is used with mode 2, but V-rate is divided by 10 as determined by
experiment.
8. MODE SELECTION IMPLEMENTATION AND PUTTING ALL TOGATHAR
The fuzzy temperature controller FC_T, the fuzzy humidity controller FC_H and the
ventilation control system are combined together to construct the heart of the overall control
system. The ventilation system represents point of meting, from which the activity of each
controller will be decided by implementing the operation mode.
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9. SIMULATION RESULTS
Figs. 4 and 5 represent system response for temperature and humidity when M=0, where
there is no ventilation effect on the system. Figs. 10 and 11 show the ventilation effect on system
temperature (humidity) for different Tr (Hr) values when M=1 (M=2). In these figures, it is clear
that different ventilation rates are obtained for different reference values. It must be noticed that
in Fig. 11, the ventilation rate is multiplied by 10 for clear simulation show.

10. CONCLUSIONS
1. The important feature of the fuzzy controller, is that its ability to get the appropriate
response by tuning the input/output gains. The change of input/output gains produces the
change in the membership functions scale, which can assimilate the large scope of signal
variation. So during system design steps, the proper response was produced by changing
the input/output gains to an appropriate values.
2. Zero steady state error is produced when the fuzzy controller output (U) is treated as
( U) and added to the previous value. (U(k) = U(k-1) + U(k)).
3. A large maximum peak overshot is produced when using a product operation instead of
minimum operation to implement the AND operator.
4. A long time of oscillation and more settling time produced when using the Gaussian
membership function.
5. The multi-choice control approach may be a good introduction with an environments that
have different actuation systems based on some application conditions and coast
requirements.
6. The multi-choice control strategy with the fuzzy logic controller produces a bit forward
step in control system applications, the resultant system is robustness, very low steady
state error and there is no peak overshot that affect system performance.
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Table 1. List of symbols, values and units of GH parameters.
Symbol
Description
Nominal value
and unit
-3
specific mass of air, kgdry air m .
1.2
𝜌
Cp
specific heat of moist air, Jkg-1K -1.
1010
Ccap,q heat capacity of GH air, Jm−2◦C−1.
Ccap,q,v heat capacity per volume unit of GH air, Jm−3◦C−1.
Ccap,h volumetric capacity of GH air for humidity, m.
hT
heat transmission coefﬁcient through the GH cover of single layer
6.2
glass, Wm−2◦C−1, Rodríguez, et al., 2010.
hw
leakage air exchange through GH cover, m s−1.
0.75x10−4
τ
ts
So
Ta
To
wa
wo
V
Vg
Ag
Eq
Es
Ev
Ec
Wh
Wc
Wv

heat load coefﬁcient due to solar radiation, dimensionless, Nachidi,
et al., 2008.
sampling time, second.
outside solar radiation, Wm−2.
GH air temperature, ◦C.
outside temperature, ◦C.
humidity concentration in GH, kg m-3.
outside humidity concentration, kg m-3.
ventilation rate, m3s−1m−2.
GH volume, m3.
soil area of the GH, m2.
energy supply by heating system, Wm−2.
heat load by solar radiation, Wm−2.
energy exchange by ventilation, Wm−2.
energy exchange by transmission through the cover, Wm−2.
water vapor exchange using humidifier and dehumidifier system, kg
m-3 s−1.
water vapor exchange through the cover, kg m-3 s−1.
water vapor exchange with outside air by ventilation, kg m-3 s−1.
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0.01
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Table 2. Rule base of 7x7x3 fuzzy controller.
∆e(k)
e(k)
PB
PM
PS
ZZ
NS
NM
NB

PB
O
C
C
C
C
C
C

PM
H
O
C
C
C
C
C

PS
H
H
O
C
C
C
C

ZZ
H
H
H
O
C
C
C

NS
H
H
H
H
O
C
C

NM
H
H
H
H
H
O
C

NB
H
H
H
H
H
H
O

Figure 1. Simulink implementation of connecting the fuzzy controller of the GH system.

Figure 2. Triangular membership functions for input variables e(k) and ∆e(k).

Figure 3. Triangular membership function for the output variable U(k).
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Figure 4. System temperature response where ge = 1, gde =1 and gu = 1000000.

Figure 5. System humidity response where ge = 1, gde =1 and gu = 1000.
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Figure 6. Multi-choice control mechanism.

a. To > Ta

b. To < Ta

Figure 7. The Outer temperature with respect to the internal GH temperature.
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Figure 8. Input membership functions of the fuzzy ventilation rate controller.

Figure 9. Output membership functions of the fuzzy ventilation rate controller.

Figure 10. Ventilation effect on system temperature for M=1 and different Tr values.
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Figure 11. Ventilation effect on system humidity for M=2 and different Hr values.
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